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ABSTRACT

Robotic embodiments of artificial agents seem to restate a body-mind dualism as consequence of their technical implementation, but could this supposition be a misconception? The authors present their artistic, scientific and engineering work on a robotic installation, the Thinking Head Attention Model and Behavioral System (THAMBS). The authors propose that agency emerges from the interplay of the robot's behavior and the environment and that, in the system's interaction with humans, it is to the same degree attributed to the robot as it is grounded in the robot's actions: Agency cannot be instilled; it needs to be evoked.

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

“All too soon we are seduced by Descartes’ vision: a vision of a mind as a realm quite distinct from body and world. A realm whose essence owes nothing to the accidents of body and surroundings. The (in)famous ‘Ghost in the Machine,’” writes Andy Clark in the preface to Being There [1]. At first glance, speaking of agency in the context of robotics seems to pay tribute to this separation of “mind” on the one side and body and world on the other side. It seems to conjure the “Ghost in the Machine” once again. The agent—the one who is driving, leading, acting—is a distinct entity that has been put into the machine. By the same token, it could also be removed and installed in a different machine. In fact, this has been the prevalent view in the past with regard to both forms of embodiment used in the work reported here: Robotic agents and so-called Embodied Conversational Agents (“talking heads”), with the embodiment of the latter restricted to virtual reality but the interaction with humans extending to the physical world. In terms of the technical realization of such agents, the separation suggests itself: There is an input side (sensing) comprising dedicated routines, there is an output side (movements, real or virtual) containing its own control system, and there is something in between that does the “thinking.” Conceptually this simplifies the research and implementation work enormously.

This initial impression might be misleading, however. The fact that the agent has to be implemented with modular subsystems handling input and output does not necessarily imply that its inner workings detach the agent from its environment. Similarly, the fact that the agent itself is realized as a modular entity does not necessarily mean that it is driven by the abstract reasoning systems that Clark criticizes. Perception-action systems are able to overcome the modularity suggested by technical requirements through the way they themselves are interconnected. Even if such a system does have a central control system, it need not be a decoupled entity. The degree of its interconnectivity depends on how closely it interacts with other subsystems. For instance, based on the input from the sensors, an attention subsystem might change the properties of a central control system, which in turn might result in different task priorities being forwarded to the attention subsystem.

The question of who is driving the agent, the agent within the agent, is exposed as an unhelpful recursive affair. This is also the reason why we speak of “evoking” agency. The agent is not considered something that is in the machine, like a homunculus, controlling it; agency emerges from the interplay of the environment, including other agents, and the machine. In the interaction with humans, agency is grounded in the agenda of the agent to the same degree as it is in the attribution of agency by the human. Most of all, however, we argue, it is grounded in the dynamics of the interaction itself.

We have previously proposed [2,3] that meaningful interactions and the perception of the machine as an intentional agent will occur only if the machine’s perceptual and action systems are tightly coupled in much the same way as perception and action are closely linked in humans, according to several psychological theories [4,5]. Due to its important role in a tightly coupled perception-action control system, an attention model has become a central element in our interactive robot, the Articulated Head—an art, science and engineering collaboration (Color Plate D). On the artistic side, the Articulated Head is based on previous artwork, the Prosthetic Head, on the scientific and engineering side, it is based on research and development in the Thinking Head project [6]. The Prosthetic Head is an automated, animated and reasonably informed artificial head that speaks to the person who interrogates it. Conceptually, it can be categorized as an Embodied Conversational Agent (ECA). However, unlike most of its virtual colleagues, it does not have a specific role to fulfill (e.g., providing information about the exhibits in a museum) but engages in conversations that are in principle entirely unconstrained. The Prosthetic Head is not an illustration of a disembodied intelligence. Rather, it raises questions of awareness, identity, agency and embodiment.

There were several reasons for developing the Prosthetic Head further into a robotic installation:
(a) The Prosthetic Head was a 5-m-high projection on a wall. Although impressive in scale, it was essentially a screen-based installation and thus purely virtual. In contrast, the Articulated Head is an actual-virtual system with an LCD screen imaging the Head mounted to the end of an industrial robot arm that becomes an articulated 6-degrees-of-freedom neck. The fusion between physical and virtual elements is reinforced by the syncing of the physical behavior of the robot and the facial behavior of the Prosthetic Head. The robot arm, mounted on a steel base, gives it an anthropomorphic scale and feel. The system is minimal and clean in its aesthetics.

(b) The robot system has a physical, sculptural presence that allowed us to actualize and evaluate sound location, vision tracking and a face-tracking system in a 3D space.

(c) The hybrid robot system bypasses any “uncanny valley” [7] issues, as it does not resemble a human but clearly announces its machine character.

(d) Use of an industrial robot arm ensures that the system performs reliably and robustly.

On the scientific and engineering side, the concept of the Articulated Head posed unique challenges. The context of a work of art meant that (a) there would be no clearly defined task, (b) there would be few boundary conditions constraining the interaction with the visitor and (c) expectations with which visitors would approach the Articulated Head would vary widely.

Most importantly, however, the Articulated Head would have to be perceived as an intentional agent based on its motor behavior alone, in order not to undermine its conversational skill realized via the A.L.I.C.E. chatbot [8] integrated into the Prosthetic Head. Perceived agency might not be difficult to evoke, as humans ascribe agency quickly, but the illusion breaks down quickly, too, and evaluation might be unwieldy. If the behavior of the robot appears to be the mechanical consequence of whatever the human user does (or a particular aspect of it), e.g. pursuit based on simple motion tracking, it will be exposed as such quickly; if the behavior does not appear to be connected with the actions of the user, or only insufficiently so, the system will be considered faulty or viewed as random (Waytz et al. [9] discuss some of the properties of human-robot interactions that influence the attribution of intentionality).

As described above, we assume that the solution is to be found in an action-perception control system with a tight coupling between action and perception and an attention model at its core.

Human attention is typically investigated in controlled psychological experiments focusing on specific aspects of the overall phenomenon, e.g. shifts in visual attention triggered by priming stimuli. In thousands of studies, many insights have been gained, yet a general definition of attention has remained elusive. Rather broad primary characteristics have been found to be selection (of sensory information), binding and limited capacity [10]. For attention systems in machines, however, an important distinction between two different types of attention emerged: saliency in the perceptual i-
put (bottom-up or exogenous attention) and task-dependent attention direction (top-down or endogenous attention) [11]. Bottom-up attention can be modeled based on human gaze data obtained with eye-tracking technology. Top-down attention, however, involves high-level world knowledge and understanding and thus largely eludes computer-based modeling. To make things worse, top-down mechanisms appear to be critical, as can be seen in the fact that, even for a barn owl, only 20% of attentional gaze control could be explained by low-level visual saliency [12].

The huge interest in human attention finds a rather small complement in modeling attention in artificial agents. In the majority of cases, attention models were investigated in virtual environments [e.g. 13–16], avoiding problems of real-world object recognition and noisy real-world sensing. A few attempts have been made to develop attention models for robots [e.g. 17–20]. The best known is probably the visual attention system of Breazeal and Scassellati [21] used with the robot Kismet. The attention model presented in this paper differs from these models in that it is more abstract. Low-level salience is provided by the tracking and localization routines and only re-evaluated in the context of our attention model.

There is another important point to be made: In our work, we aimed from the beginning to have the robot’s behavior emerge from the interaction of its control system with the environment. We avoided pre-scripted behavior as much as possible. Instead of implementing a state-based system governed by if-then rules, we opted for a set of subsystems influencing each other through a range of variables and parameters that are dynamically changed by sensory input. What seems to be a minor difference in implementation leads in a few steps from a more or less context-insensitive stimulus-response system to a complex, dynamic system. As a consequence, the Articulated Head’s behavior becomes increasingly difficult to predict, something that might be less favorable in most application contexts but definitely not in the case of an interactive artistic installation.

**The Articulated Head**

The Articulated Head consists of an industrial robot arm with an LCD screen as its end effector, i.e. the monitor is mounted on the robot arm where in industrial production a tool would be attached. Multiple sensors, including stereo vision, monocular vision, audio and sonar sensors, are mounted on the enclosure as well as on the robot. These sensors provide the necessary “situational awareness” for the robotic agent. An event-driven software framework provides the communication channel between the robot, the sensors and its behavioral control system, the Thinking Head Attention Model and Behavioral System (THAMBS). See Fig. 1 for a schematic of the entire system, which will be described in the following. Note that technical details are omitted here and can be found elsewhere [22].

**The Robot**

The robot arm, a Fanuc LR Mate 200iC, is a small-scale, highly dexterous and fast-moving industrial platform that has six degrees of freedom (see lower-left side of Fig. 1). It is mounted on a custom-made four-legged structure to provide stable operation. In an earlier version, the robot was enclosed in an octagonal transparent polycarbonate frame. For its current exhibition [23], a new, triangular enclosure was built, consisting of a wooden support and an uninterrupted glass front along the two sides of the triangle (the last side contains a lockable glass door and a small laboratory area for evaluation purposes behind a wooden back wall). In both cases, the arrangement serves to maintain good visibility for the observer while preventing users from inadvertently moving into the robot’s work envelope.

In order to achieve real-time interactivity and fluidity of motion, the standard interface of the robot has been modified...
to accommodate real-time motion data that are fed through THAMBS. The robot arm is designed for factory automation tasks in which movements are pre-programmed prior to the production run, whereas in the Articulated Head no pre-planned movements or locations are employed. A LAN (Local Area Network)-based interface was developed for this purpose, with additional electronics and interlocks for maintaining safety of operation for both humans and the robot (see “Robot Interface” in the upper-left corner in Fig. 1).

**Sensing**

Two commercially available camera systems were installed for tracking people in 3D and faces in close proximity (see center of Fig. 1). First, a stereo camera mounted rigidly on the enclosure or on the opposite wall looks downward into the interaction space of robot and visitors. Tracking software (“People Tracker” in Fig. 1) returns localization and height information of all people within the camera’s field of view, with considerable tolerance of occlusions and occasional disappearance of the tracked person from the camera’s view.

Second, a monocular camera mounted above the top edge of the LCD screen provides the robot with a first-person dynamic view of its environment. Since humans interacting with the robot are of utmost importance for the system, data from this camera are sent to a commercial face-tracking algorithm (“Face Tracker” in Fig. 1). The software routine is able to detect and track a single face in the camera’s field of view and returns the face’s location and orientation coordinates in the (relative) image coordinate system.

On the acoustic side, the instantaneous location (azimuth) of a moving interlocutor is made available to the system using stereo microphones mounted to the robot enclosure and an acoustic localizer software routine (“Audio Localiser” in the left-middle part of Fig. 1). In addition to the above components, various ancillary components support the diverse interactive aspects of the Articulated Head. A keyboard input device integrated into an information kiosk with an embedded monitor enables text-based interaction with the Articulated Head (Fig. 2), and a proximity detector alerts the system to the presence of visitors close to the information kiosk (both in the lower-right part of Fig. 1). A text-to-audiovisual-speech system provides the virtual talking head with realistic speech acoustics and facial motion, and a dialogue management system handles the flow of text input and speech output.

**The Thinking Head Attention Model and Behavioral System (THAMBS)**

In the Articulated Head, the Thinking Head Attention and Behavioral System (THAMBS) manages all interactions and generates appropriate responses. THAMBS consists of four modular subsystems: (1) a perception system, (2) an attention system, (3) a central control system and (4) a motor system. THAMBS is depicted in the upper-left corner of Fig. 1 relative to the entire system, while its inner workings are shown as a diagram in Fig. 3 and are described in the following sections according to the layout in the diagram.

**Perceptual Processing**

The input received from the sensing routines varies substantially in its form and content, e.g. the acoustic localization software returns an azimuth and a confidence value, while the people-tracking software returns an identity marker and the full set of Cartesian coordinates for each person. To handle this variability, the interfacing routines are set up as “senses” within THAMBS; each comes with a set of parameters and rules controlling the interpretation of the received data values. The perception system of THAMBS transforms the input event into a standardized “perceptual event.” It thereby filters out events that do not meet the eligibility criteria set for each sense individually—e.g. acoustic localization events with a confidence value below a certain threshold will be discarded. The perception system also receives input about the current state of the robot (angle values of its joints, working status) similar to proprioception in humans and animals.

**Attention Model**

Very much at the heart of the THAMBS perception-action control system is a biologically inspired attention model. The attentional processing begins with an attention-specific thresholding on the data values of the incoming perceptual events, that is, events with values that do not lie within a pre-determined range will be excluded from further processing. These thresholds are modified dynamically in THAMBS. For instance, when THAMBS switches into sleep mode due to lack of environmental stimuli, the thresholds for the acoustic localization are increased (while all visual input is completely switched off), thus making it more difficult for an acoustic event to reach any further processing stages and “wake up” the system. A perceptual event that passes the threshold test generates as a first step an attention focus.

An attention focus is characterized by its attentional weight, a decay function,
its lifetime and the spatial location in the real world it is referring to. Its weight is originally determined using a base weight assigned to the type of perceptual event that is the source of the attention focus. Thus, for instance, a face-detection event will receive a higher base weight than an acoustic localization event, as the Articulated Head is set up to be geared toward face-to-face interactions with humans. A factor dependent on a chosen property of the perceptual event, e.g. a confidence value returned by a sensing routine, is then multiplied by the base weight to determine the final attentional weight. This is used to increase the stability of certain behaviors, e.g. when the Articulated Head is engaged in a face-to-face interaction. If the face-tracking routine returns a high confidence value, signaling detection of a face with the monovision camera, the Articulated Head becomes difficult to distract from this interaction and may start to mimic the user’s head orientation.

The decay function ensures that an attention focus has a certain lifetime after the event that caused it has disappeared, but that at the same time its strength fades even if registration of the perceptual event is sustained. We used a specific exponential function called the Kohlrausch function, which is known to be able to describe a wide range of physical and biological phenomena [24]. The free parameters of the function are initialized dependent on the type of perceptual event, but, again, they are modified dynamically during run time. Adjusting a stretching/compressing parameter of the decay function toward shorter decays can cause the Articulated Head to appear very nervous, constantly switching to new attention foci, whereas adjusting it toward longer decay times will make it appear slow and unresponsive.

The attention foci are in general spatially organized—that is, they are defined via a segment of 3D space centered on the location of the event that attracted attention (compare space-versus object-based attention in models of human attention [25]). This becomes particularly important when the attention system has to determine whether a new perceptual event encountered is—per definition—identical to one of the already existing attention foci. Locations of existing attention foci are matched with the locations of new candidates. If an incoming event and one of the attention foci are indeed found to be identical, the old focus is maintained but its location and weight are updated. The combination of the new and old weights is modeled supra-additively—that is, the resulting value is smaller than the sum of the two original values. The decay function, however, will not be reset in the fusion of attention foci. Thus, even if new events are constantly reinforcing an old attention focus—for instance, a person standing still within the visual field of the Articulated Head—the focus will eventually reach very low weight values and will be removed (modeling adaptation). More generally, the above settings enable the Articulated Head to strike a balance between focusing on a single source and distributing attention over several sources. In particular, if there is a crowd...
of onlookers in front of it, it will switch between two behaviors: fixating on a particular person for a while and scanning other people from time to time.

Once all attention foci are created and the decay of their weights computed, one of them is selected as the sole attended event. This is usually accomplished using a winner-takes-all-strategy—the attention focus with the highest weight is chosen.

Finally, the attended event is sent to the central control system. In addition, the attention system creates a motor goal looking at the event that grabbed its attention. This entails that the monovision camera mounted on top of the monitor is also directed toward the attended event.

Central Control System

The primary role of the central control system is to generate a response behavior appropriate to the constantly arriving input, which, in turn, is affected by this very behavior. The response generation is realized as a non-trivial stimulus-response system—non-trivial because the conditional rules governing it are modified during execution time and are at some points subject to probabilistic evaluation. The conditional rules are called behavior triggers. Most behavior triggers result, if activated, in a motor goal that is passed on to the motor system. However, other behavior triggers only change internal variables (such as the attention base weights) and modify the impact of future sensory information or the way certain motor goals are executed.

Motor Control

Motor goals are abstract representations of motor actions to be executed by the robot arm or the virtual avatar displayed on the monitor. The motor system is responsible for converting the abstract motor goals transmitted from both the attention system and the central control system into concrete motor commands or primitives. At first, the motor system determines which one of the two motor goals—if both are in fact passed on—will be realized. In almost all cases, the “deliberate” action of the central control system takes precedence over the pursuit goal from the attention system. Only in the case of an event that attracts exceptionally strong attention is the priority reversed. In humans, this could be compared with involuntary head and eye movements toward the source of a startling noise or toward substantial movement registered in peripheral vision.

The motor subroutines request sensory information if required for the realization of the motor goal, such as the location of a person to be “looked at.” They then transduce the motor goal into motor primitives—that is, in the case of the robot arm, into target angle specifications for the six joints.

Performance in Exhibitions

In 2010 the Articulated Head appeared in two exhibitions [26, 27], both connected to scholarly conferences but open to the general public. In the same year, the Articulated Head was a finalist for an Australian engineering award [28] and was selected to be displayed throughout 2011 in the Powerhouse Museum, Sydney, Australia (this was subsequently extended for another year) [29]. The Powerhouse Museum is visited by approximately 480,000 visitors per year [30] and with the Articulated Head located not far from the main entrance, most visitors encounter it at least briefly. Thousands of interactions between the audience and the Articulated Head have been observed and some recorded. They last anywhere from only a few seconds to more than half an hour. The general pattern is that the appearance of the installation itself (a “strange”-looking robot within an enclosure) attracts the attention of visitors from afar, the robot movements fuel curiosity on approach and kick-start the interaction, until finally the language-based communication with the robot evolves into a primary center of the interaction. Visitors notice at various times that the Articulated Head attempts to mimic head poses, and participants start to play with it.

Among the interactions observed on several occasions were also games similar to hide-and-seek played by small children with the Articulated Head. These games turned out to be remarkably successful: The children waited until they were tracked—that is, the head was looking at them—and then ran to a new location right at the enclosure, trying to hide behind the wooden support for the glass barrier or behind the information kiosk (see Fig. 4 for the spatial layout). The Articulated Head uses the monovision camera mounted on the monitor for face detection, but the presence of people is detected with a static stereo camera mounted above its enclosure. Thus, it does not need to orient toward a person and have an unobstructed line of sight to register the person. However, the people-tracking software requires a minimum height threshold for tracking. It was set to 0.5 m. Thus, the children could hide in the tracking shadow simply by crouching, but when peeking above their assumed hiding barrier they returned into the tracked area, and the Articulated Head oriented its head toward them, including, of course, adjusting its elevation angle. Therefore, it would appear to look down at them after having rediscovered them when they were carefully—but not cautiously enough—peering from their hideout. Following their discovery, the children would quickly run to a new location and hide again.

This is in our view a strong demonstration of evoked agency. Although children may attribute agency to many objects (e.g., dolls and stuffed animals) and the displayed face on the monitor of the Articulated Head most likely played a role as well, movements appearing not to be related to the actions of the children would destroy the perception of agency (and the game). The correct sequencing and timing of the robot movement is thus very crucial. The properties of the interaction have to fulfill certain constraints (see, for example, Terada et al. [31]), and current research is only scratching the surface of what precisely these constraints are. However, more important for our work with respect to the control system of the Articulated Head is the fact that the game exemplified emerging behavior, since we never planned for a game like this to be played by the Articulated Head. It demonstrates human-machine interaction emerging from situational context and predispositions for social interaction—grounded sometimes in remarkably simple principles.
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